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The stance o 4the present invest igator is an am:lig:mu ion of the environmental

(nature) and -hi stop i ea I ,oc i 1 psjchologyI points of view with the addition of

current .knowledge in the' fields of lcicio-biology and .-Lrevelopmental.psychology.

I h tlie. Cul tura 1 -1)i static proach, brie fly stated is: a sub-culture's

di!,t:Incefrom the major c.ul tore. on wh ich/flie 'test -quest ions of an IQ test a r.e

1,:o;ed \:;o1 vas1 idatcd.. will detePii tie that sub- k.-UI tore is group sub score - pattern

. ih i i l to t he !;01)- score Iht ten! of / he norming popul at ion). "Cultural distance"'

:lot. med. and 1.-xpki-Invd in the prime tt.'net of the cultural-ditance

'h, !oh- cool toreore op-et.a t i ii!, :iccordini, to print.. iple!, not. coital ly (perat i ve in the!
. .

.i s, r col tore, not o \ i :t inii, in. t he ma ior col tore, or operating without the benefit
.

o f ;1 i. i Ile Mlle o-Airit ;'ve in the` ma ioc col t ure.wi I I he assum,..,1 to be a t,tend i lig to,
. -

' .

: ,! rill ref re i and/o r c ny. funct isorisai inf<1rmat ion not exaetl
"0

I i ke t t o the major cult ore. Thcri. lo minority member pt.; rformanc:e on tests

..1!;e;1 Ind cal i (Li t ed on t culture' (or even cal i dat ed. on 'members of the soc

cord to percentage rep resebtati on. or al l sub-cultures in the ,super-culture)

t;i11 show characteristic patterns of group responding different from those of the

no rMing sample. These 'response patterns are indi cat ions .of what is salient to each

min ity subi-cuLture pn' the tests and with in the major culture, and what is not \

The -sts I. '-responsi...e to what 1 ient4 to the specific minority lb-culture!

but absent in the ,ma jo r culture however. Thus b s assumed to be present in -all

standardized IQ tests.
r.
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fhe C,AturRl-Distance Approach: A Model .for Analysing Black-White PerfOitance

Differences on lipasures of IQ

Introduction.

The purpose of this paAr is to examine the sociological and environmental

eterminants of group differences on. measures of IQ. Speeificklly the difference

in performance of Black and\White schdoage children' is,to be examined. The
CI

basic tenet of this paper is that :the oft recorded,dffference between groups of,
I

Black iind White children is not the result Of racial,genetics but describes the

cultural distance between the two .uoups.

The recordecf difference in AaFIc and White scores or standardized IQ testis
4.

is one of the most discussed, and yet unresolved, issues. extant in'psychofogy

today. ,Many el:plianations for this phenomenom have been posited.
.

Biological Accounts

For 'example, Jensen (1969). has suggested that genetics play a central role

in pro.1;,)-ingthose differences. He argues that a "developmental lag,'.' genetically

. .

deterMined, causes Black children to perform. about two,years below White children_

of equal chrbbologial age. Jensen explored the Black-Atite.difference in some

detail. In one study* (Jensen, 1977), he divided'a White sample into two sub-

groups in order-tontrol for Cultural (..ifferences: one cons' sting of subjects

who equalled the total White sample regarding the mean and standard deviation, and

one comprised of lower scoring Whites from the total s....Mple that equalled the. mean

and standard deviation of the total Black sample. He labeled this second group a

"pseudo race." - ,

Jensen found that the differencebetween.the."pseudo race"- sub-group and the
r

sub-grop equalling the whole White population was the same as Observed between

.
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a
that the Hi-SES-Lo-IIQ sub= -group showed significant gain from the, preschool

. )
enrichment nroc'ram, arid sustalpeA this gain.

These rsults shoW that categorizing children in gross classes based on

faMiIv earned 'income alone is not Sufficient fora fu -1 understanding of dif7
N.

ferences In IQ scores between groups. Also, factors other than nutritional and

environmental dificicnc.ies must have been at work in these cbildrens environments,
n.

for it was 'the 111.-SET, -Lo7ITO'stuJents in hnth grounswho sc.Aed the lo-dest on the

Ti) testing (IC = 75),-but the Hi =SE - Lo -TIQ students in the exverimpntal

7

.roua who ga ined the most (1.Q=107) 'and regressed tide least on the follow-up (final

T =°- 9R)

As wi11 2(2 emphasized later in this paper, the 'physical

ohviron:%ent is ;lot 'the only-, or 'even trre.most important, en-

vironment e:n-nacting on the intellectual development of the

,child. The b.chavioral patterns and topingstategies o,f the

parente.of the most improved children in the'llierzog et al.

'-.---.,

(1972) study were very different frqm the_p-)or parents of -the
)

..,.

other children in the study..FOr one .thim g, the Improved
,-

children had parents who were more self-reltant thin the others;
.. . I I, 7;

,4

?they did.not borrow from relatives and friend's no a-regular
I, ' , .

basis in order to survive. These parents also epded to keep
, ..94. .

.'their ,Living quarters in better, They were thus, perhaps
t P,...

,
e

as pot discouraged by and resigned totthei'r'sConditicn:','perhips

they were not as.distant from main-stteajvalues-andrceptions
t.'

as were the other pare%tbi and therefore'ttleir,children were

.

.
.

M
. .

..
,

morel programed in a'fashion'enablein4-the to adapto and learn,
.

.
, .

. .

.from the suPer-,culture-directed learning environment'N.- the School):
,

,
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Also arguing against the biological explanation of racial-IQ differences is

the fact that signfflcantincreases in group IQs have been witnessed within a
$1.

..;ingie generation, far too short a period-of time for drastic genetic changes to

have taken place. The national mean IQ in Japan rose.7 points or translated

versions'of the'WISC and WAIS in the .one pOstiWorld War II generation and the Mean.'

of IQ for Japanese youngsCers'in 1975 on the WISC is the highest national norm it

the world (Mobs., 1982), outperforming the United Stares and Western Europe by a

significant degree (U.. average =.100). Blacks in America also. show.significaht

intra-generational gains. Between 1981'and 1982, Black's average performance on

the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT), verbal section, rosenine'paints and mathematic
- , .

.
,

.

scores for this group rose four points (Berry, 1982). It is also significanto
0

note that while Black norms were rising on the SAT. between 1976 and 1982, White

scores were declining.

The genetic (heritability) theory of IQ has also been.attacked on methodologica:

grounds. Hardy, Melcher, Nellits, and Kagan (1976) found that four categories of

error, in addition to lack of knowledge may contribute to the aforementioned dif-

ferences: (1) failure to comprehend the entire question; (2) failure.,,to understand

because of speech perception-enunciation differences between the exnmineT and

child; (3) an incorrect frame of reference, a difference between the child's

.experience and that upon which the queStion was based; and (4) inability,to.verbalizi

/
(possibly due to limitations in the vocabulary of the child). The child might

seem to know an answer bu be unable to communicate it with the appropriate words

Hardy t al. (1976) hypothes.ied that probing would eliminate all errors .

Other than those due to lack of kniwledge, thereby giving a truer Pictureof'

intelligence. They administered the WISC. to a groun' f 200 inner-city children
.

(887 Black), and then after a period of rest:
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"
(a) Selected questions ftom each (of five scales) were readiAnistered

and scored, in the standard manner. (b) A structured.set.of probing

questons, dcsigned,to ascertain thereason underlying the child's

response, Was then administered. If.the.readministration response

was incorrect, an attempt was made to clasgify the 'child's error.

(c) The final respOnse, at the completion'of the probing questions,

was scored for correctness for that particular child.

Minorchanges in procedures were made in the readministration of the

two other subtests to insure that the child understood the task.0 For

Digits Backwards, the child's name was reversed to fami'iarize the

rchild with the requirement of the task, and .for Picture arrangement,

the (child was asked to tell what he was doing as fie arranged the pieces.

There were no follow-up questions./

Although the authors state that their study was not designed to provide an

estimate of global IQ scores'that might have resulted from readministiation

the WISC questiOns, instead was designed to show that "some children are penalized

for providing reasonable replies to questions, but answers that, according'to. the

, Manual of the test, are unacceptable and receive no_credit," 114-a strongly

suggests that much of the lower, group scores of Blacks might-be accounted for by

those categories.

a

W.
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Example':; of !ome -eadministered questions and answers are enlightening.

In the Information subtest questions 1, 4, 5, and 6 were readministeree

Question' 5: "what must you do to make water boil?" At the time-of

readministration 47 of the 200 children made error. By rephrasing
the question, "'How do you boil water?" only 17 continued to obtain

no credit.

In the Comprehension Subtest five questions were readministered.
O.

To question 1, "What is the,thing to do if You cut your finger?"
Most of the children (148 of 200) initially gave the torrect response:
"Put a ba'ndaide on ir." Thirty-seven were pattially correct, and /J.§

were incorrect. Of the partially correct.afiswers, 28 (76%) were
consi4ered to be' frame of reference :errors. frequent respon'se was

"Go to the hospital, "which yield0 a partial score of 1 point: When

the additional information was provided that'it.was "a little cut,"
the correct answer was given by all but two children. In most

instances, where the child had'responded YGo to the hospital," he had

been treated at a hospital, for a prior injury. Of the 15 incorrect

responses (0 score), 14 were attributed to failure to comprehend Are

questions "It bleeds` and "with a knife" were common responses. Upon

further questioning, it w s apparent' that all but mto children knew. /

the correct answer.

Living in a poor neighborhood where many cuts are the result of violent acts
11

commited with kniVes and that require emergency medical aid,-the original answer

given by thes'e, children scan be seen as "intelligent." It should also be remembered

that being poor also Correl4es with lack of private medical services; poor people

. r

receiving their primary health care not from family actorsbut from hospital

emergency. rooms. Thus the answers are "intelligent" when viewedNfrom their

particular social circumstances. It is also reasonable to expect fewer households
. ,

having the discretionary cash to purchase band-aids in a slum area than in more

affluent areas.

Question 3, ."What should you do if you were sent to buy a loaf of .

bread, andthe grocer said he did not have anymore?" Most of the

errors resulted from an incorrect frame of reference. A number of the

children who fined by test manual criteria (Go to another store)

replied '"Gle,home." Further' questioning revealed the reasonableness

of this response, as some children indicated that they required per-

Mission from the Eparents to go elsewhere; acid.in some cases, money

was required, 'as food was purchased on credit. Some children indicated
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a

, that they would be punished if they went elsewhere without permission.'
Others reported that there were no other stores in the area, or that
they were not-allowed "to cross the big street alone." A few said

that their Mather would bakebread.

All of theseanswers are intelligent when answ ere4 by a child in an urban

Black-environment, yet they are incorrect by the WISC Manual. The question seems

.
. .

to be-that even though one may not detect face validity problems from a simple
.

.,- ,,
.

reading of the test item's (Jensen, 1976),*does:this in fact mean that they do not
, . .

. .
. .

exist? The above described experiment "tends to argue that many
tf.

intelligent.re-
.

...
5

sponses are considered incorrect simply03ecause theculture of the child differs

r .
,

'from that of the main body of society in which the child's.sub-society is a par.
. .

In the Vocabulary sub-test, eight questions were readniinistered. Two examples
-. .

should be sufficient.

.

Question 9,' "What is fur?" yielded 18 correct 2- point, 96 1-point, and
86 no credit answers among. the,200 childien. Thf;.mos frequent answers

".fur coat"-and "fur hat" are both,no credit responses. The follow-up

question 'where does it come from?''sproduced the correct response front

somc children: While the majority of no credit responses,:lppeared clue

to lack of knowledge, 26 (3QZ) had problems verbalizing the, answer.

At the completiOn'of the fallow-up questions, the frequency of no

credit responses had decrased iom 46.3% to. 27.5.:

O Question 11, "What ddep join mean?" elicited only nine correct 2-point

scores on readministratiori;., About two-thirds of the children lacked

the knowledge 'necessary for a correct answer, and the remaining .children

made audi.,tog, preceptual errors. They heard "join" as "Jo Anne,1

"john "; or ."Joy." Theyoresponded to the word they heard, but when the
psychologist repeated the question, many didnot knov its meaning. of
the135 originally obtaining a partial, score, 124 didnct improve. They

tended/to use "join" in a phrase or sentence, such as "join's club,"

indic-- tiqg a partilJamiliarity with the word but inability to use ?ts

more
a

ore abstract meaning, a verbalization problem.

These two questions, and the children's responses to them, demonstrate another

.

-N.,.

problem in comparing different sub - cultures on standardized IQ tests. That

.4t
. .

probIsm is the different ways words, phrlses, and sentences are_pronounced and

,.

used by
.

the different sUccuftures. Black urban children who fOr.themost part are

only second and thirdgenerations removed from rura l southern backgrounds pronounce
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words 4iffv;gtly, aad therefore attribute 8ifferent meanings to such words,

than educated n-rtherra and ea6t.rnpsAillogists. Additionally, the usual mode of

expression a forms,of communication ofL these youngsters may be signific,antly

'ifferent than -those forms of communicating deemed "proper" by test constructors.

6"

and the super -;culture in general.

ociological'Accounts. _
Should cultural varianC.e be the true

.
,

iuscl ,)1 the reported differences, it

would follow that the variations in IQ test scores should be greater betwee'n°those

groups further removed from the general culture and the Ohite steridard,'tl-ad

those that are more integrated with that standard. This is indeed the -case.

!IcShalie and Plas (1982)' conducted a'study on 142 American 'Indin children. which

was divided into nap. subgroups, traditional and acculturated. Their study
.

hypothesized theexistence of a unique pattern of Weschsler Scale Indian performanc(

0
that diffrers. f-rom that found' in 1 #arning disabled groups or within the norming

(White) group. The results were as expected.° It 'was found that the typical Indian

child.possesses relatively superior visual-perception abilities and depressed

language skill as assessed-by the-Wechsler-.
ft .

.

But' more important than the identifiable Indian pofile,was the 'fact that(the
. t(

.

--'
traditional children evidenced the Indian pattern of recategorized Weschsler subtes

---
. ,

.

performance, while the tore.acCulturated groups did not. the basif the,

0
qk

verbal - performance IQ .ratio q59Indian 'children, drawn from three sources ( a group

referred for .psych&logical'services because. ofieducational elifficuleles (11.= 105),

r 0
o

t

a group referred because of hearing pro lems (otitis media) (N = 20), and a.group

referred for giftedness screening (:1.--17) ? were assigned "traditional" or "ac.:

culturatedu. status.

populatiorw,

,,differneca of 9 points ws considered significant for Indiat

bas.ed on previous research.(MoShan , 1980). Those children with more



Chan a 'nine point difference in performance and verbal .IQ were classified as

traditional; those children-with a nine point' or less difference were considered

,acculturated.

In order to-a:4certain the validity of the relationship between the nine-point'.

Wechsler verbal-performance IQ difference and fevel of acculturation for this

particular study, McShane and Plas (1982) inspected the households or measured the

acculturation of the mothers of 37 children,: ,Of the gifted group, six had a

',:echsler verbal - performance difference of nine points or less. These "acculturated'',

IQdianschtldren each had one Whitt parent, or had parent(s) raised in the city, or

were raised in .a foster home. The 11 students of this group achieving a verbal-

performance difference in excess of Wine points had both Indian fathers and mothers

and both child and parents had significant: reservation - contact;

-Fifteen of the mothers-with children in the hearing problem group were g...ven
---:._.

'

-

a test of acculturation developed by 0--1-6-TIT-indiple author, the. Traditional Experience

,

Scale

---

(TES). 'Children of those mothers who stored as--12-i*lv traditional on Che.
-,___

.

TES had a mean: verbal-petformance score difference of 25 point The mean dif-

ference for the children of moderately traditional mothers was 16 points. And

the difference for children of low traditional mothers, was 0 *points._

McShane and Plas conclude that acculturated Indian children' exhibit smaller

Wechsler verbal-performance differences and a less identifiable Indian sub-pcale

pattern than do the traditional-rated children. From a cultural distance perspective

the Wechsler scales performance of Indian children can be seen as good a measure

of Anglo-accul!iuration as more traditional methods, and not simply as a measure of

intelligence.- McShane and Plas come- to a like conclusion when they ask that an

explanatiOn'be found which integrates the Indian's child traditional heritage into

an understanding. of his "intelleCtual style.



Not only is the fact of multiple s &ib- cultures a ,)roblem for test construction

and interpretation in the United States, it presents a problem for otLlIer multi-

cultural western societies as Well. Lieblich and Kugelmass (1031) have illustrated'

that Israel has the same problem with her Arab minority. These authors found that

the Arab child in Israel shows a pronounced verbal over performance scale score

difference on an Arabic translated version of the Wechsler. The characteristic

difference is consistent up to the age of 12 in these children.

Lieblich and Kugelmass were also correct in .noting the fact that the relative

Verbal superiority, of the Israeli Arab school children is the result of comparison

with Israeli Jewish children. This is of importance because, in comparisons with

other groups, the Jewish group is indicated by its relative.Verbal IQ superiority.

The authors conclude that the Israeli Arab profile would seem to bean even more

g
extreme form of the high relative verbal sub-score pattern than the celebrated .

Jewish pattern.

Lieblich and Kugelmass struggle to explain these. circumstances and dismiss

the genetic for the environmental interpretation.. They ask two related questions

in the search of an explanation: "what are the factOrs involved in'producing the

Verbal-superiority profile in the first place, and what are the factors 'which may

account fibr its disappearance toward adolescence?" They note that genetic theories

have beensuggested to account for a:possibly related phenomenon of perceptual

deficit"aMong American BlackS and that maturational-differences have been of-
,

fered to e- ]plain "similar findings" when Comparing the intellectual achievements

of boys and, girls. They however argue that a genetic explanation could not be

plausible maintained considering the dissapearanCe Of the-specific

sub-scale pattern in Arab children at age 12. A 1975 study (Lieblich,

Kugelmass, and Ehrlich-, 1975), in which Jewish and Arab children,

-aged L to 7 living in the same city and having similar SES back.-

grounds, evidenced very similar patterns and levels of achievements
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Lieblich and jaigelmass theiefore suggest tha4 the Arab culture and the

13

environment of the Arab child be examined in ,o der to provide answers'to their

previously stated qUestions.

Australia is another westernized' nation with a sizable minority population.
0

.
Much attention has been given to the cognitive stylesof the two racial groups

on that continent. Knapp and Seagrim.(1981) Summarize the latest,thining on

this issue when they7stat.'e that recent psychologieal,:research suggests that
'OS

Aboriginies are disadvantaged in the European style school ;/t,'2m be,aus.! they

the Aboriginies) use problem-solving strategies that are different from those

-expected by the:shcools and those generally used by children of European descent.

They claim that Europeans typically process information serially and make uso of

abstractionwhile Aboriginies are simultaneousprocessors'of information and con-

ctete thinkers. They further stress the-"appropriateness" of the European form

of thinking .for reading and mathematic skills - skillf highly prized by western

74

school's and cutture.

Knapp and Seagrim conplude that "the most economical explanation for these

presumed racial differences in cognitive style is that, they tesult"from differences

in cultural pressures undergone by, and the life experiences of Aborigines and

Europeans."

a
Historical Accounts

It shouild_be:clear from the foregoing that environmental explanations of

group differences are the rule, not the exceptiOn. Why not so in America?' Could

the emphasis on heredity in America be a result of the capitalist formulation of,

labor as is advocated in Marxist doctrifte? Levidow .(1978) spells out what he

terms, "A Marxist critique of the IQ debate." In it,jle describes the quantification

of intelligence as( being the result of capitalist historical development., He

argues that the use-"f IQ test is in realty a ployof:"racist" to scientifically
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instiLutionalicapitalis't aims through the use of science. IQ testing is seen

a way Of controlling labor. Levidow argues that through the reification. of

. .

thetrait of intelligence. capitalism creates for itself certain social classes which

can be easily channelled into preordained. labor positions. -Levidow proposes that

. .

by mystifying abilities, capital is able to force, deficitSin performance or
%

learning into the being of inferior persons.. SOcletyjs not to be heldresponsible

for the low'sociai standing and exploitation of thiSepeople because it is the

poor genetic make-up of these types which keep them in their positions of servitude,

not the inaction or reaction of the ruling clasSeS. Levidow's proposition will

be interpreted in a brOader sense (trans-marxist):later in this paper.

There are those in the field of social psychology other than marxistswho

believe that the scienceof buma Isbehavior is an'histdrical endeavor. In his

. .

article, "Social,Psychology as istory," Gergen (1972), argues that social

psychology is primarily an historical inquiry. He.states that unlike the natural

. .

,
*

.

-sciences, social psycholoiy deals with "facts" that are largelv'nonrepeatable and
.

that change as a result of the progression of time. He asserts that principles

based on human interaction cannot easily be developed'that will prove useful ovex

tine because the underlying facts on which tie principles are based will shanp

as the times'change. In the final analysis, states Gergen, social psychological

knowledge cannot accumulate in the usual scientific sense because knowledge of

-human interaction is a prisbner of its time ancL*tting.

So here we have delineated two ways in whichsocial science in genera , and

psychology in particular, are intertwined with hfStory. One is the effect the

times we iive.in have on scientific propositions and,inquiries, ,which has been

labelled "zeitgeist," and the ether is the evolution of human behaviorL6Ver time.

The first is the historical effect the '4arxists deal with, albeit they use its

arguments in a restricted sense.

4
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The second .effect of history is changes in the sUbjects under study. This to .

.
is an historical reality. Jones (1971) has captured the essence of both historical

..effects in-his review concerning the use of IQ tests form 1870 to 1930 to prove
0.

' Blacks inferior.

. y
Jones demonstrates the effect of the zeitgeist on scientific inquiry during

this period.' He theorizes that somewhere between Reconstruction and 1930'the climate

of thought moved from one of innate equality' of the races to one of.Black inferior-

ity. Some of the reasons behind, this change listed by him are: (1) Southern

bitterness over Reconstruction, (2). Northern Capitalilt interest in the South,

(3) the desire of Whites to put differences aside' and:reunite the country, (4)

-.2 Social Darwinism, (5),the rise of imperial sm,(6) tbe "yeilaw.peril" - a militant

Japan, and (7) the "red scare."

Jones goes on to show how the different kinds of. "tests" these scientists

used (the sociological, the psychological, and the physiological) were in many

cases loaded with methodological flaws, produced contradictory results, and how °

these results were explained away ofrertimeS or suppressed when they did -not agree

with the prevailing zeitgeist. Janes concludes'that a vicious cycle was joined,

the White scientists being adjoined with the public tp'this regard: "Whites

believed Blacks-to be inferior. Therefore white scientists believed them inferior

and their experiments 'proVed! them to be. The proof offered by these scientists

reinforced the beliefs-of the general white population, and so on it went." A -

by-product of this process was the fact that a number of Blacks came to believe

in their inferiohty too. The Blacks therefore became participants in a tragic

drama, maintaining a self-fulfilling prophesy of lowered achievemeht'through

loWered aspiration.

The work of Jones briefly touchedon the. U.S. Army testing in the period he

studidd. A more recent examination of World War.One:Army testing.methods and

results (Bronfenbrenner, 1980) demonstrates how the zeitgeist of the period worked
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e

to perpetuate -itself. These,tests were used at-the time to "prove" the',inferiority
.

of the immigrant population:from Eastern andSouthern.Eurbp'e and their bffsPring,

This was a result of the general feeling of the U.S.pubj.ic!that.the flow of
n

immigrants., fdrm the. "underbelly" of Europe should -be halted, or at least drastically.

reduced. By proving thes, populations deficient in certain areas Such as moralg

(the Black-Hand Society or Mafia was ge ting a great deal of press coverage) and

intelligence, Congress was able to eventuall educe the flow of such "undesirable

elements." Today however, the descendents of these "genetically inferior types"

are considered equal in intelligence with .other Whites. HHre.clearly is an

texample of both forms of historical-psychological interaction in the prOcess of

.0
change: (1) the zeitgeist and (2) the improvement.of the test scores of Whites

from EaStern'and Southern Eurtipe living in America.

Apparently boththe zeitgeist and the social reality as quantified by test.

Scores can change. One area in which test scores.for Blacks have improved to a

level equivalent with Whites is that of self-eval1.14tibn. Adam (1978) argues

thatwhat is ,conceptualized'as self-esteem has changed as rapidly and-as drastically

as, the "real" rise in Slackesteem (an example of the', zeitgeist and the quantifiable

changing ih tandem). Taylor and Walsh (1979), along with other writers (Fu,

Korslund; and Hinkle, 1980; Pettigrew, 1978;'Simmots 1978),.believe that there

has been real gain in the self-esteem of Blacks. Fu ..capsulizes the recent history

of the measurement of Black selfesteem as follows:

Until the late 1960's it was an axiom of social science that white
discrimination and segregatiOn depressed. and debilitated the psyche off.
the average black person in this country I., but. contemporary zesearch
is nearly unanimous in reporting either no racial differences inself-
esteem or differences favoring blacks over whites...

Itwould seem that the social reality in this area has changed. Just as IQ

tests scores of the descendants of the EuropeanS froM.the eastern and southern areas

of that.)C.ontinent have risen to equal these of their fellow Caucasians, so have

. 4
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the measures or' self-esteem of the Black risen to equal that of the White.

it appears that Ela:ks have .changed,' or are changing, the social reality of their

performance on measures of self-esteem. The "vicious". cy'cle which Jones described

.above seems ta be on the wane. The zietgeiSt is also different today, with more
/

Blacks and W"nite -rejecting.a deterministic interpretation of IQ scor.s.

. 11
So thy_ question remain, "why have:not the IQ "test scores of Blacks risen to

thc uatiGnal nrms?17 cited earlier (Berri,. 1982), Black norms on certain

:nt,..iiigen:e and aptitude tests are .rising sloWly andby small amounts.

rhe CulturalDistance Approach

.

Thi'S returns us to a previously discussed topi.0 and the main premise of this

paper, that is: a sub-culture's distance from the major culture, on which the

test questions are based and validated, will determine that sub- culture's group

.

mean in relation to the norm mean of the test as a whole and that sub-culture's

sub-score pattern in relation to the sub-score pattern of the norming population.

So.the problem comes down to defining "cultural distance."

This stance eliminates the need to consider biai in order to improve the

test. Bia's will henceforth be an accepted fact in testing. sub- culture operatin

according to principles not equally operative in the 'Major c lture not ri:.:isting in

the major cultUre, or operating without the benefit of a principle operative in the

. major culture will be assumed to be. attending to, processing, storing, retreiving,

and/or practicing functional information not exactly.like that of the major culture.

'Therefore tests based and validated on the major culture (or even validated ou

members of the society according to percentage representation of all sub-cultures

in the super-culture) will shoLcharacteristic patterns of group responding dif-

ferent from 'those of the nerming sample. These response patterns are indications

of what is salient to each minority sub-culture on the tests and within the major

1 ll
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culture, anc what is not. The tests are not reSponsiVeto what is salient to

.thesub,culture but absent in the major culture,.however.
. -

The above'underlined statement is both a definition of "cultural distance"

and an explanation of normatiVedifferences-between social-culturally distinct

groups. As a definition it provides a base from which towstigate Ehe reported

differences between groups in the literature, ands an' explanation, it,provides

.
the theoretical footing from which predictions'and interpretations may be made.

The sub-test scores that comprise the chatacteristic response pattern can

either be elevated or. depressed as measured by the norming sample., The ev.evation

of the Arab sub-culture group norm as compared to the major-*chlture norm in

Israel (Lieblich and Kugelmass, 1981) in regards to. Verbal_ on the WPPSI,

demonstrates an Arab distance from the major-culture norm (Jewish) inIsrael that

shows the relative importance of Verbal patternSof behavior in the Arab culture:

Lieblich and. Kugelmass report:

9ManNultural analyses. have stressed the central role of the Arabtc
language in both oral 'and-written form on its users... Some even

imply that-there may be disproportionate attehtfon paid to the

language at the expense of other aspects of communication.

In regards to the depressed Arab Performance core-, the same authors ac-

curately state that Arab attitudes toward time and speed. may be causal factors

involved here: "Speed ds,from the devil," is a popular Arab saying. Lieblich and

Kugelmass note that Arabs are accustomed to working-iae relaxed and unhurried

fashion (as they assume most "relatively less modernized societies" are), while

the majority of the Performance sub-tests require.faSt reactions and these sub-

tests penalize slow responses, even when-correct..

While the above analyses'are clearly ethnoceritric:in orientation, they at least

manage to escape the heredity-genetic trap of pre-rdeterMinism. Lieblich and

Kugelmass are, able to see difference qualitatively and not strictly quantitatively.
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.
All.the other examples of differences in t st scores can be slmilarly. analysed,

.

and most are.analysed.in just this way.! The cultual7dittanCe. approach would

even predict the disappearance of the relative verbal sti'piority of the Arab

child'oer his Israeli Jewish counterpart at about.the age of 12. This is

. ,

'around the aAe of manhood in both the Jewish and Moslm--religious systems. At

this age many Arab children assume an adult position in life. They acquire jobs

o

ani begin to acquire the performance habits which will ahable them to support

the:;Iselves an] a family. In Israel`, the'pqxforMance standards ior,employment are

Jwishland not Arabic, therefoKe at this age (12 -=13. years), the child begins to

more adept at quick responding relative to verbal responding. The cultural

distanC,!2'hetw,een the two groups is narrowed by environmental arTheial forces.

Similar analysis of all cross-cultural cOmparison data Could be accomplished

from a cultural distance perspebpdAtions could. be made concerning ways
A:, .1. '

of improving the areas of "deficit" in minority -'cultures and about the factors

t

contributing to .A)served differences. Many scientists throughout the world are

doing just such analyses, even thOugh many do so without awareness of cultural

distance as, the underlying cause bf all observed group performance difference.

.

'.!lien these scientist call for an examinatiog ngof the sub- group's environments

and societies and cultures, they direct their attention to cultural distance.
P

In contrast, American scientists, as regards tl-m'"Negro;" seem pectiliarly

attached to the genetic supericarity/inferiorityline.ofreasoning. As Jones (1971)

remarks:
k;)

C

Those cases wherethe Black,proved superior to Whites (ex. rote memory,

making rhymes, naming words, and in time orientations; p. 13) were'ex-

plained away. It' could not be otRerwise. .DeSpite the neutral position.

they attempt-to assume, most of tlf4 scientists' believed Blacks.to be

inferior to Whites. Where their evidence appeared to contradict these

beliefs, they sought to rationalize it away. For example, they argued

that Blacks seemed to excell whites only in those tasks that did not

really matter.' Reuther, writing in 1917, summed up much of the belief of

the social scientific communitYof the time when lie said, "Popular
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assu:F.pt.ion of: -a differ.ence in the mental. capacity in the races seems to

c). burne out in.part, at least,,by th4 results of such psychological and

,H,Ic:it'onal studies as have been undertaken. ". A neater statement of the
Telatriunship of the beliefs of society and, the conclusions of its scien-

ti be hard to find.

It is time rh:ic. the American zeitgeist changed, just as the American social

reality is chanOug. Instead of considering, racial groups as distinct and separate

populations, Americans must cometo grips with the continuin: revelations on this

h. (1982) states:

The human beings populatingour planet belong to the singleipolytypical

-species Homo sapiens. The racial differentiation of humanity and, even

more so, national boundaries have not created mechanisms' Of reproductive

.
isolation, with theconsequence-thattheexchange of genes extends
throughout the entire human race, resulting in a single genetic'pool
for the species, constituting its basic wealth and the foundation in

nature for further progress and flourishing,.

Cultural distance and biology. Robinson (1982) estimates that in the United

States, 95 percent of all Black people have some admixtnre of European genetic

stock while at least 27 percent of all White people carry some African genes. Based

on these facts, is genetics enough anymore to explain Black -White differences on

'IQ tests? Robinson, considering these facts, asks.the telling question, "which

genes misbehaved?"

When pbrformance differences and sub-scale patterns are approached from a

'cultural distance Perspective, the latest discoveries-in social-biology are not

antagouistfc to the understanding of these differences and ?atterns *(as is social-

biology and the racial- genetic cheory)% but agonistic. For example, the.social-
,

biology contention .(Hamilton, 1964) that ,those traits most associated with fitness '

have low heritabiclity seem stronglyat odds with the racial genetic viewpoint that
CI

the proportion of genetic contribution to intelligence (surely a trait asAciated

:with survival in mankind-fitness) now stands at 68 to 70 percent (Das, 1977).

cocial-biology would. argue that any trait of survival value (fitness) ruch as
.

intelligence would quickly spread.throughout the SpeCias via the process of
- .
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natural selection. c.hereafter, anys.differences ii phenotype observed between.

,1b-.2roups belonging to that species would be the\result of environNental; and

in, the case of homo sapiens, social influences. The cultural distance approach

not only agrees with this prediction, neigh, it is 'axiomatic, as can be seen in'.

our definitional/explanatory statement, reprinted below:.

Any sub-culture operating according to principles not equally operative
in the'major culture, nqt exisqBein the major culture, or operating.
without the benefit of a princiiMe operative in the major culture will
be assurdji to be attending to,nrecessing, storing, retreiving, and/or
-practicing functional information not exactly like that gf the major
culture.

Difference between sub-cultures are assumed to be the result of different cultural

o values and also as the result o each culture's syMbolic interpretation'Of its

environment. Cultural distance as a perspective fncorporates the latest social:-

biological knowledge better than does the racial- genetic perspective.

American psychologists have been trying to fit a square peg into a round hole.

ido They have been qtiantifying when they sht,tild have been qualifying. They have been

trying..to neduce to a single scale:abilities aniCsoEial-cultural propensities

that are different -in theirs very natures. LevidoW (1978) takes a quote from Marx

that illustrates this prime

- What does a solely quantitative difference between things presuppoSe?
The identity of their qualities. Hence; the. quantitative measure of
,labors presupposes the equivalence, the:identity of their quality.

Karl Marx
'(Grundrisse, p. 173)

If we replace the' phrase "measure of labor.s"A.n the above with the.phrase

"measure of. IQ scores" the statement summarizes the position under which present
-

advocates of universal testing Operate. But what is the IQ score measuring: what

4

is intelligence. Jensen (1969) made no claims to know what.he was measuring.
,

reas,ms that w:2 need not kno,,:;-we need only know that it correlates highly with

.

income; school performancetc. Well, so does being a membr bf the dominant
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c.)rrelate highly with income, school performance, and IQ sttre. Yet

proclaim that the gene cdrying skin color alsR carries information on
4,

social status, school performance, or even "G" for 3Q,
o

What is e:rensed in the conclusions of thellereditarian view is 'a very basic

philosophical mistake: an error of deductive reasoning. While the major premise

of their Vir,,,umont is correct, the minor proftse and the .conclusibn.pre falg'e.

is as r, llows:

:1 or Premis: Quantitative d'ffdrences preSuppos&qualitative sameness.

Ninor Premix: IQ scores measure. and quantify differences it 'intelligence
between culturally different groups.

Conclusion: Therefore, culturally different groups pgssess different
4amounts of the same A!uallty.

the.same quality

.But ndo now know what intelligence is, or you presume. to know

intelligence is (i.e. the ability to learn) but do. not measure

equally for both groups, your minor premis,land therefore your conclusion are.

invalid.

Cultural distance and test bias. Ignoring the ignorance or lack of concern

ahout,the essence of intelligence for awhile, let us, for the moment, concern our-
,

1/4

selves with the equivalent measure of this concept in culturally different groups.

Hunter and Schmidt (1976) in a review devoted to the "Critical Analysis of the

Statistical and Ethical implications of Various Definitions of Test Bias," con-
,

eluded with the statement: "we feel that we have shown that any purely statistical

approach to Oe problem of test bias is doomed to rather immediate ?allure."
-

They went on to state that they felt that there is no, way :that tae hereditary-

environmental dispute could be objedtively resolved through s tatistical means.
I 'T

Cole ,(1973) argues persuasively for a definition of a culturally fair test

proposed by Darlington (1971) -Darlington's Definition 113. Hunter and Schmidt (l976)

no matter their own conclusions on the problem of.test'bias as delineated above,

describe Darlington's third definition best./ They present it as foliowSi
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if X is the test and,Y is the criterion and If.C, theoi.ariable of culture,
is scored 0 for Blacks, 1 for Whites, then Arlingtons Definition .3 can
be written as follows:. The test is fain:if'

.

. '

'

rxco -y x c
1

y = 0.

His argument for this definition vent as ItIlows: ihe ability to per-',
_form well on the criterion 'is a coupSitelOf many abilities, as is the

ability to do well on,the teat. if thelaNtial correlation between test
and-race with the criterion-partialed-out not zero, then it means

that there is a larger difference between the races on the test than
would he predicted by their difference.on the criterion. Hence the

.

tc-st.,mus't be tapping abilities that are notrelevant to the criterion but

or_ which there are racial differences: Thus, the test is discrivinatory.

What Darlington's Definition W3 is saying, when carried to its ultimate con-

elusion, is that a test can only be fair when all predictors in a multiple regression'

equation of the criterion are known and considered. As Hunter and Schmidt.explain:.

"That is, Darlington's defiriition can be statistically but not substantively

situations."evaluated in real situations." °

So now we arrive at another impass. If intelligence can 'not be defined, how

are we tont-lruct the peyfemomultipleregression'equation? And, if intelligence

is defined as some global cqrcept such as "adaptive behavior" or "the, ability to

iearn,".and ifTv.re could come up with some operational definition that would take

note of all such behaviors, how would we decide of which measures to include in a

test of this concept? Would 'we include all the measures? wedid that, the .test

would then be the criterion:

This paper accepts the definition proposed by'Humphreys (1971) for intelligence:

)

$tithe entire repertoire of acquired skills, knowledge, learning sets, and gene 1i-

.

/
zation tendrncies-considered intellectual in nature that are available at any one

. -,..'

period of time." With this definition .nd the preceding paragraph, it becomes

obvious that an unbiased test is an impossibility 'in a pluristic society. For as

many distinct classes as there are in the society, so will there be that many dif-

ferent learnin7, environments in which the membersof those different. classes a. earn

OLZ
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r "en t r y t, ir. i l .luired ski1L knowledg, leaning set.s,' and generali-
)...

,1.1.1rod intellectual in nature , eaco sec unique. 0

But, as -::ns..-=.!:_ated,c-arlier, the fact of bias is not really a problem if one

considers dii:Ferences in group- norms, not as,Ihe quantitative4measure of differing

amounts of a single universally held attribute, buts an indication of qualitative

diffe-rences between groups as a result of cultural-distance.=

From this perspective; itis possible to view an IQ norm for a specific

cultural group as an indication of that .group's integration into the dominant fabric

,of society on whose "learning sets" the IQ test.is :es:instructed. It is not to be

considered an indictment of the genetic viability of said groups.' And this leads

to a mot important and cogent realization with great explanatory capability:

the difference in group norms between Blacks and-Whites is not a racial issue, it
U

AS a cultural issue.

This. would explain why, even though the difference in Black and White group

nirfr,s are usually between .5 and 1 standard deviation apart on the two most widely
o

used TO ass....ssrnt tools, the S6nford-Binet and the Weschlers, individual Blacks

14 Whites score in all score ranges on either test. This is so because, although

the majority of Blacks and Whites may acquire the learning sets of their respect-

iv,! communities, some Blacks will be more fully integrated into theymainstream

culture while some Whites will be more distant from this super-culture.

The sonof: a Black lawyer scores higher on the WISC-R than does the daughter

of a White coal miner, surely not because lawyers are genetically superior to coal;:.

miners, but because lawyers, and therefore their sons, are more fully integrated

into the mainstream of society than are coal miners, and therdforetheir daughters.

Or, to reverse the statement, one could say, with equal strength,. that the lower
,

scores of-the coal miner's daughter reflects her greater involvement in her

own sub-culture than that of the Black lawyer's son in his own sub-culture, as

compared to, the super-culture. So this is the problem -cultural bias. There are
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: ..,Iltural bias which should he explored.

could be stopped. Jackson (1975) belie,;es this to be the

.

optimal decisi,n. He argues that tests penalize minorities, supply inaccurate

informatikn to teachers and counselors, have a devastating effect on minority

l/-
St.A.;:dents' self-image, and in general assist the White:establishment in prevent-

.

ing Blaeks and other minorities from gaining propdrtional representation in the

professions, decision-making positions,.corporations, and ether areas which are

attlined thr,!igh the educational enterprise.. JackSon further asserts, in the

n:h.e of ..,ociaLion of Black Psychologists, that "We need more than a

- w, need government intervention and strict legal sanctions

st_ president of the Association of Psychologist for

it the 7of:- for students raking tests may be unevenly weighted

tne potential ben lit educati,'nal ;Asscss:nert,and pro-

impr,vem,nt simply not being exploited, yet the risks of

:7-isintrpr,:!ted remain high. Bernal describeS the present.

.;ituon in t.-711 a ,)11(2 rtNuiring the practitioner to be held solely responsible

f,)r ;it' :.es this as simply a maneuver by test developers to escape

re:Iponsibilitv. He would refocus the responsibility for test misuses onto the

levelopers. for them to "disabuse themselves of the` notion that all users

of t.4?sts and test information_in school settings can be adequately trained to the

p;ychometric jargon, such as the names of the tests, will no longer

Clecolve them."

The vints elncid.ltU by Jackson and Bernal are valid but aie-end of testing

none of the problems raised. In test usage has been,beneficiz

he more .1. it.nrate:1 Blicks and oiler minorities; now the "exceptional" B-1.ag.k

27
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high on entrance\tests an no longer he denied entrance

:,;J:111 preference of the (\mployment officer or school entrance

\ '

In the instances; standardi2ed testing is preferable to other
. -

assessment methods. As for tests results having "a devasting effect on the

;-;elf-image of minority students," this does not seem to be the case (as review

if literature states above).

Finally, hardly anyone in business, industry, or academia is convinced that

-;t :-;(:,)res :iro reliable predictors of performance in isolatVn from the social'

le;irninti hito the individual. An ,illustrative. exahple is taken from The

ricitIte School c.itnlogue of the University vf Texas at Austin-(1981-1983):

Stuents who belong to minoritt low-incom ..grt_ip!-; or who because of

have nut participated in traditional educational,
:fp,rienes may find that .their pefformances on standard tests (live
the GRE) do not.adequatelv reflect their ability for graduate study.
Ffyou.feeI thatyour scores or'Our grade-point average are not

indicators of your ability, pleaSe'O'cplain your concerns in a
letter to the Graduate Advisor of the program to. which you are applying.

This e: :ample is an especially clear and forthright expression oflithe co6sensus

that the overwhelmin.g majority of colleges, professional schools, and industries

hold regarding test scores for non-traditionally educated (enculturated) individuals,

.Thi's is not to say that this fact nullifies the unfairness of these tests with

non-oajority members of society, it. is however proof tha't these unfair instruments

are not accepted at face value by those using .them for entrance policies.

A second solution to test bias, which would bypass the first objection if

implemented, is to devise reliable,y,alidated test on each identifiable sub-

culture in the population and use the appropriate test to the individual-for

evaluation... This, on first glance, seems like the ideal]. solution. But it is not.

As Otiscissed earlier, social behavior is constantly evolving. In America

there appears to be an evolution of society toward one super-culture. Should
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to acolint for each Separate sub-culture now pre"Sentlin American
,1

n11 tc,;t: may be ,...rthless to the next generation. Even the tests

measuring th, major-culture have to be constantly revised every decadei twp.

Additionally, as was evident with the Indian population in the study by

Plies (1982) previously cite6 herein, there was a difference in

Wechsle6s-cale patterns between groups of traditional Indian children and those-

who Are more Anglo acculturated, with the score pattern of the mbre Anglo

.1,:culturated. Indian children more Closely resembling that of the major-culture

pattrn. How would theserchildren be tested? It_.can be seen'then, that sub-

culture specific test construction and implementation is impractical.

The third ,'pt; . u, is to reevaluate our conceptions of what IQ ,tests, national

norms, ':,rctip and racial differences. mean, and to bring them more in lineyith social

reality' (the evolutionary movement of human behavidr). IQ tests measure -those

thins considered intelligent behavior by the test'' makers (McClelland, '1973). And

ince these ter.-s iakers are successful educated persons who have come from and
1.

. .

. .

b,:un educated 1,:,. tip mator-culture, the4k. ideaof what is intelligent behavior
. . ,u,J

1 refl,:t-i wnat tht..societyas-a-whole considers intelligent.
.

phis ')elieves t'Int there is a legitimate basis'for test construction,

,cor;J:n .:-;..at ions. Since wha is important to functiordng in e_l1igently

it sm:ir t':-as-a-whale ill determine how one operates in that society, an

:7

,i : m, .and ,.,readc:ness-as measure! 6v the norms of that society

can be very us,Eu, both determining in which areas one is likelV to be successful

and detenell`ir,; in which areas one should practice the skills needed to. impnwe

.
.

performanc if one chooses toadapt those skills competively to.an .area of personal
.,... ....

. .

.

interest. Test should however,knot be used to denigrate, or even evaluate, a .

separate population solely on the bases of'differences in score patterns, or
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21.,;, ft comr.irison with the whole Fn a:jot (or other-

should therefc?re, be used to evaluate and aid the

u.;ed ti determine group differences based on any premise-

ther than "cultural distance" will lead only to invalid assumptions based on

"vi.id" data: ilAryard biologist Stephen Jay Gould- agrees that this -fact is too

,verlooked by the "hereditarians." He .is quoted by Molls (1982) as saying:

The,hereditarians'...errOr...is to confuse within-group and between
bcfhavior. The classic studies of heritable IQ..."are all.

within a single pOpulation. But variations among individuals
within a-group, and differeneS in mean values between groups are
entirely separate.phenomena. One item provides no license for
speculation about the other. IQ could be highly heritable within

apd the average difference between whites and blacks in
Am,erica'might il only record the environmental disadvantage of

- hIrtrks."

Conclu.-;ion

ill's miner brom-ht together evidence from the United States and ar nd

he .'r1d th;it r.:11ri-,.ultural societies must, and do fop- the most part, interpret

standardizi lo ,;('or-f.s of miauri_tv-indiviatials in a different light from majority_

NI( To prot,wo'k; be iwlica-t-iVe---of .intellectual

in Lion[rw, t.h the minority subject, lit may also indicate distance from the

lnd sOcietv, on which the rest Is named. Whereas

idd -v, vounv,st,'r who scon.:,, 8n on the VISC-R M3V be properly judged

to he borderifl, in intellectual functionirw, a noor Black child may be either

horch.ritne in inIelligence nr culturally-distant from mainstream values, ner-
.

;.,Ttions, knowir:-de (culturally-bor(Ierline) of the societv-at-large.

lt-is our responsibility as clinicians to properly assess the-cultural back-

round and specific learning history of each client along with any'stamdard measure

of irit,,llip,ence prior to coming to any conclusion on the mental functioning of the
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n. ,.::n; trninu culture and its; determinantspn assesmeut

t0 0ur 0, 1 mal0rulture follows in the profession, seeing thnt America

fl.;vc1 hohind that 01 other industrialized nations in this respect. Tt is

11So our ohliAtion to help mold in our future generations those abilities deemed

important, to ill+, society in which they live in order to ncrease their potential

competiveness; at the same time forcing the society to recogeize the.legitimacy.

of our specil capabilities in order that:we-may truly he ourselves in this

pluristic society. We must become hi-cul'tural, the future generation cosmopoliton

in outlook. Ye must evolve beyond the present stage of Black awareness into a new

r 0 I human

ti
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